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> GIFTS FOR KIDS

Little hands will be tearing through boxes and wrapping paper this holiday season in hopes of receiving that most-wanted item.

ISTOCK

Presents for

Playthings that entertain and exercise young minds

ASTRID VAN DEN BROEK
SPECIAL TO THE STAR

What hot toys are your kids asking the big jolly
man for this Christmas? From tech to collect-

ibles to creative games, here are some to
choose from and gift to your favourite kids.

BABIES AND TODDLERS
1. Moonlite
This item, created by Toronto mom Natalie Rebot with
the support of a Kickstarter campaign, is a children’s
story book projector. Attach it to your phone, flip on
the flashlight app and story images are projected on
the nearest wall. (Pair it with the Moonlite app to read
the story while projecting images.) 
Starter set, $29.99; Individual story reel, $9.99/each,
mastermindtoys.com, Mastermind Toys stores 

2. Fisher-Price Think & Learn Code-A-Pillar 
While the colours and shape may draw your little one
in, the Code-A-Pillar subtly introduces your child to
coding concepts early by letting him or her connect
and rearrange the nine parts to make the Code-A-
Pillar move differently.
$59.99, bestbuy.ca, Best Buy stores 

3. Douglas Toys DreamyCorn
This wearable sparkly unicorn headpiece comes com-
plete with a colourful mane and is sure to be a hit with
fans of the fantasy creature. 
$19.99, mastermindtoys.com, Mastermind Toys stores 

TREATS FOR TEACHERS
Present picks beyond
candles and gift cards, Z5

JACLYN TERSIGNI
SPECIAL TO THE STAR

PAGES FOR ALL AGES

Among this latest crop of fiction, non-fiction, 
poetry and coffee table volumes, you’ll find 
a gift-worthy book for the child, teen and 
adult reader on your list.

KIDS
Me and You and the Red Canoe,
written by Jean E. Pendziwol and
illustrated by Phil
What’s more Canadian than a
red canoe carrying fishing rods
and bait across a glassy lake?
Poetic narration takes young
readers on an early summer
morning canoe trip led by two siblings; gorgeous
paintings illustrate Jean E. Pendziwol’s story, lending a
nostalgic air that both kids and parents will enjoy.
$18.95; Anansi Press, houseofanansi.com

Dog Man #3: Dog
Man: A Tale of
Two Kitties by Dav
Pilkey
Apologies in ad-
vance to parents,
but Dav Pilkey,
creator of Captain
Underpants, has
returned with a
third instalment of
his Dog Man series. A Tale of Two Kitties is
rife with the same kind of crude, but most-
ly charming humour that kids go nuts for.
$12.99; Indigo, chapters.indigo.ca

Malala’s Magic Pencil by Malala Yousafzai
The young Nobel Peace Prize winner and
bestselling author has written her first
children’s book, meant to inspire a young
audience and share with them her in-
credible worldview. The illustrated vol-
ume, inspired by Malala Yousafzai’s own
childhood in Pakistan, tells the story of a

young girl who
wished for a
magic pencil to
change the
world around
her, and though
she never
received it,
found a differ-
ent way to make her dreams come true.
$23.49; Indigo, chapters.indigo.ca

TEENS
The Sun and Her
Flowers by Rupi
Kaur
She’s back. The
beloved 25-year-
old Canadian poet
— whose Insta-
gram following is
more than 1.7 mil-
lion strong — has
released a long-awaited second volume.
Her simple yet stirring verses explore

love, trauma, healing and ancestry.
$19.99; Indigo, chapters.indigo.ca

Turtles All the
Way Down by
John Green
The award-win-
ning author of
Looking for Alaska
and The Fault in
Our Stars re-
turned to book-
shelves in Octo-
ber with the story
of Aza, a 16-year-
old who, along with her fearless friend
Daisy, investigates the mystery surround-
ing a fugitive billionaire. 

Aza’s mental-health challenges claw at
her as she tries to solve the case, and be a
good friend, daughter and detective at the
same time. 
$25.99; Indigo, chapters.indigo.ca

> BOOKS

BOOKS continued on Z3
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Do the ’droid
Sphero, the adorable app-controlled robotic ball, has evolved into a
huge collection of toys for players of all ages. From $69, Sphero Mini
packs big fun into the world’s smallest robotic ball. Take control with
the free app (or even your facial expressions) to play different games or
program your ’bot with the Sphero Edu app. There’s also a Spider-Man
($199)-branded Sphero, Ultimate Lightning McQueen ($375) car from
Disney Pixar’s Cars flicks, and multiple Star Wars-based Sphero droids
like BB-9E ($199), R2-D2 ($239), and R2-Q5 ($269). Just roll with it.

> TECH TOYS

THINGS THAT GO
BLEEP AND BLOOP 
IN THE NIGHT LEGO BOOST Creative

Toolbox, $199

2017 THE LEGO GROUP

Sphero R2-D2, $239 Sphero Mini, from $69

Give me a paw
If you’ve got kids between the ages of 2 and 5, you
no doubt know about the PAW Patrol television
series — and now there’s a fun, interactive and
life-size toy called PAW Patrol My Size Lookout
Tower ($129). Standing at 2.5 feet tall (0.76 me-
tres), Spin Master’s latest PAW Patrol toy gives
kids the perfect vantage point from which to look
for action in Adventure Bay. Rotate the periscope
at the top of the tower, and if trouble is spotted,
use the buttons on the tower to activate lights and
authentic sounds from the show. Then drop
Chase down the tower’s slide, and Marshall down
the elevator, to enter their vehicles.

Sphero Spider-Man, $199
2017 SPHERO PHOTOS

Sphero BB-9E, $199

A twinning formula
Last year’s mega-hit toy is back again, and this time
Canada’s own Spin Master is doubling down on the
fun. With Hatchimals Surprise ($99), your magical
egg can hatch two cute Hatchimals. Kids nurture
the speckled egg, and with enough love and atten-
tion, the Hatchimals inside start to communicate
with its owner through taps, pecks, lights and
sound. Only once the creatures begin to hatch —
literally breaking through its shell — will the child
see which Hatchimals live within. Each twin has a
unique personality, such as one that likes to move,
while the other repeats whatever you say. Raise
them from baby to toddler to kid.

2017 FLYBLOCKS

Leapfrog Epic tablet, $149

A gift with lift
Build it. Fly it. Crash it. Repeat. That’s
the simple — yet fun — idea behind the
aptly named FlyBlocks ($59). You can
be the engineer and pilot by first build-
ing a custom drone with the 72 snap-on
pieces and pre-programmed circuit
board, and then soar the skies with the
included remote control. After you’ve
epically totalled your drone, rebuild in
one of four different models, and take
flight again. The affordable, buildable
FlyBlocks is ideal for both novice and
seasoned drone flyers.

FlyBlocks, $59

2017 NINTENDO

Nintendo’s Super NES
Classic Edition, $99

PAW Patrol My
Size Lookout
Tower, $129

Monopoly Gamer
board game, $39

2017 HASBRO

2017 HASBRO

DropMix Music Gaming
System, $129

2017 SPIN MASTER LTD.

Mix it up
Developed as a collaboration between Hasbro and celebrated video-game
developer Harmonix (of Rock Band and Dance Central fame), the DropMix
Music Gaming System ($129) is a fast-paced game that lets players create
amazing music mixes while competing with up to three friends. While
there are three different modes — Freestyle, Clash, and Party — the gener-
al idea is to use the 60 DropMix cards on the board, along with the free
app, to mix songs from top artists, including Ed Sheeran, Imagine Dragons,
The Weeknd, Bruno Mars, and more.

Anki’s Cozmo
Collector’s
Edition, $249

Top ’bot 
Kids and kids at heart will no doubt fall for
Anki’s Cozmo Collector’s Edition ($249), a
palm-sized robot that uses its cameras,
sensors and artificial intelligence (AI) to
interact with the family. In fact, this curious
little dude recognizes people, remembers
your name, and scans and navigates its
environment. The “self-aware” Cozmo —
now with a new “liquid metal” finish — can
reveal his mood with facial expressions,
body language, voice and music, and can
play games with his three glowing power
cubes (included), and app.

Game on (and on and on)
Perhaps not surprisingly, one of the hottest prod-
ucts this holiday season is also one of the hardest
to find: Nintendo’s Super NES Classic Edition
($99) is a miniaturized version of one of the most
iconic video-game systems of all time. Plug into
any high-definition TV using the bundled HDMI
cable and enjoy 21games, including classics such
as Super Mario Kart, Donkey Kong Country, Final
Fantasy III, F-ZERO, The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the
Past, and Star Fox. Originally unreleased, Star Fox 2
is also included with this retro collection. Two
controllers are in the box, as well.

Forget dolls, race cars and stuffed animals — kids today want
tech in their toys. Whether it’s products designed for fun
learning (such as the stellar Leapfrog Epic tablet, for $149), or
when old-meets-new (like Hasbro’s Monopoly Gamer board
game, at $39), many of 2017’s most-wanted toys are tied to
electronics or video games. Heck, even LEGO has evolved into
app-controlled buildable robots — such as the LEGO BOOST
Creative Toolbox ($199) — which lets children make models
with motors and sensors, and then bring their creations to life. If
you’re in search of ideas, here’s a look at a few tech-infused
toys expected to debut this year. By Marc Saltzman

ANKI 2017

2001-2017 LEAPFROG
ENTERPRISES, INC.

2017 SPIN MASTER LTD.
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4- to 7-YEAR-OLDS
4. Schleich Horse Club Mobile Vet
with Hanoverian Foal
Tap into your child’s love of animals
with this set from Schleich. Complete
with the foal, your child can help the
horse get better while you can appre-
ciate the detailed toys that Schleich
makes. 
$54.95, indigo.ca, Indigo stores 
5. OSMO Coding — Make Music and
Jam Game 
Coding is hot this Christmas and this
toy combines coding and music.
Different coding sequences make
unique musical patterns that are
shareable with other players. 
$79.99, mastermindtoys.com, 
Mastermind Toys stores 
6. LEGO Minecraft the Crafting Box
2.0 Building Kit 
This 717-piece set is sure to please as
it combines two hot properties —
Lego and Minecraft — and comes

complete with five brick bags, a Steve
mini-figure plus horse, cow, slime and
Creeper figures. 

(Trust us . . . your child will un-
derstand all of this!) 
$74.99, amazon.ca 

8- to 14-YEAR-OLDS
7. View-Master Virtual Reality
Starter Pack 

This old-school toy you may remem-
ber as a kid has been updated with a
VR spin via a compatible smartphone
and the VR Destinations app. 
$34.95, indigo.ca, Indigo stores 
8. ThinkFun Inc. Roller Coaster
Challenge 
Make Canada’s Wonderland thrills
on your own and exercise logic with
this build-your-own-rollercoaster set.

Once you’ve built your coaster, send
a working car up, down and all
around the new creation. 
$39.99, mastermindtoys.com, 
Mastermind Toys stores 

14+ 
9. First Act Electronic Drum Pad
The five rubberized pads and 
30 drum sounds and effects on this

TOYS from Z1

Schleich Horse Club Mobile
Vet with Hanoverian Foal,
$54.95 at Indigo.

Canada’s True
North Aurora
Borealis
1,000-piece
puzzle, $19.95 
at Indigo.

/

View-Master Virtual Reality Starter
Pack, $34.95 at Indigo.

OSMO Coding —
Make Music and
Jam, $79.99 at
Mastermind Toys.

LEGO Minecraft the
Crafting Box 2.0
Building Kit, $74.99
at amazon.ca.

First Act Electronic Drum
Pad, $99.95 at Indigo.

digital drum set will help your kid find
their inner Dave Grohl. 
$99.95, indigo.ca, Indigo stores 
10. Canada’s True North Aurora
Borealis 1,000-piece puzzle 
Take a break from the tech for some-
thing a little more tangible with 
this beautiful but challenging 
puzzle. 
$19.95, indigo.ca, Indigo stores

Coding,
building,
drumming

ThinkFun Inc. Roller
Coaster Challenge,
$39.99 at
Mastermind Toys.

The Hate U
Give by Angie
Thomas
Angie Thomas’
debut best-
selling novel is
a powerful
reflection of
current soci-
ety’s most pressing social issues:
racial bias, police brutality and mar-
ginalized communities, for starters.
The Hate U Give follows 16-year-old
Starr Carter as she tries to navigate
her poor neighbourhood, her fancy
prep school, and what happens after
her childhood best friend, unarmed,
is shot to death by a police officer.
$21.99; Indigo, chapters.indigo.ca

ADULTS
The Last
Wave by
Gillian Best 
A swimmer
herself,
emerging
novelist
Gillian Best
follows the
life of Mar-
tha, a British
long-distance swimmer who, in the
midst of complex relationships with
family and friends, finds solace and
escape in her lifelong connection
with sea. Set in Dover, England, it’s an
engrossing and authentic family
drama that spans six decades.
$22.95; Anansi Press, 
houseofanansi.com

Farm to
Chef: Cook-
ing Through
the Seasons
by Lynn 
Crawford
Celebrated
chef Lynn
Crawford has
assembled
140 original
recipes that
celebrate seasonal cooking. Orga-
nized by time of year, the recipes
offer a guide to preparing the differ-
ent fresh ingredients found at local
farmers markets in fall, winter, spring
and summer. Gorgeous photography
illustrates each dish.
$40; Indigo, chapters.indigo.ca

Origin by 
Dan Brown
Dan Brown is
a wildly
successful
and hugely
polarizing
novelist;
Origin, his
fifth book
featuring
character
Robert Langdon, a Harvard Universi-
ty professor of religious iconology
who investigates dark secrets of
organized religion and history, has
been received with predictable rants
and raves. If you’re looking for an
entertaining story with twists and
turns, this is it.
$38.50; Indigo, chapters.indigo.ca

Annie 
Leibovitz:
Portraits
2005-2016
with an
introduction
by Alexandra
Fuller
A new col-
lection from
one of the
world’s most influential photogra-
phers is comprised of iconic portraits
and previously unpublished images
taken in the last decade. Fans of
Annie Leibovitz’s work and pop cultu-
rists alike will enjoy rifling through
the pages of this coffee table book. 
$110; Indigo, chapters.indigo.ca

BOOKS THEY CAN CURL UP WITH OVER THE WINTER HOLIDAYS
BOOKS from Z1



TEENS AND TWEENS CAN TAKE
THEIR DEVICES UP A NOTCH
When it comes time to buying a gift for family and
friends over the holidays, a smartphone accessory
may be a welcomed choice. By Marc Saltzman

> SMARTPHONE ACCESSORIES

Free to be
As the name
suggests, Jam
Ultra In-Ear Truly
Wireless Earbuds
($119) are tiny
Bluetooth earbuds,
so you can listen
to music on your
smartphone,
smartwatch, tablet
or laptop —
completely
cord-free. 

Plug n’ play
If you’re shopping for someone who
owns one of these newer smartphones
without a headphone jack — like
Apple’s iPhone X or Google’s Pixel 2 —
and your loved one would rather use his
or her existing pair of wired earphones,
the BlueWave GET ($125) is a great gift
idea. Quite simply, this small doohickey
is a wireless Hi-Fi Bluetooth headphone
amplifier and audio adapter. 

Charge it
The Belkin Qi Wireless Charging Pad
($49) frees yourself from cords, as you
simply place your compatible phone on
top of this small disc and Qi-certified
transmitter coils and 1-amp output
deliver a quick charge to your
smartphone.

Sounding off
If you’d rather hear your music publicly
instead of privately, LOGiiX’s Blue Piston
Wireless Speaker ($29) is a teeny but
loud wireless speaker that will work
with any Bluetooth-enabled device. Also
included is a microphone for chatting
hands-free. 

Selfie star
Finally, you’re likely shopping for an
iPhone user who takes a lot of selfies —
and so you might consider the LuMee
Duo Marble Case ($69) for iPhone 6
and higher, including all Plus models.
Developed by professional
photographer Allan Shoemake, LuMee
Duo features bright but warm front and
back-facing lights, built into the iPhone
case itself.

> PETS

Hang it up
Hang the Pet Holiday
Santa Paws Pet
Stocking by the chimney
with care and don’t forget
to fill it with treats and
toys. $4.99 at PetSmart
stores and petsmart.ca.

Where’s Fido?
The Pawscout Pet Tag
and Tracker attaches
to pet collars and
can locate pets
within a 200-foot
radius of any device
with the Pawscout App.
$19.99 at Canadian Tire
stores and canadiantire.ca.

Indoor dog potty
For training or condo convenience,
Fresh Patch is a patch of fresh grass
in a leak-proof cardboard box. It
helps control odours and is
disposable and compostable.
Reorder every two to three weeks.
Fresh Patch Standard for small to
medium sized dogs is about $41
from freshpatch.ca. 

Hide and sleep
All Living Things Ferret Tunnel is
made of a crinkly material that
makes noise and encourages play.
The tunnel also provides a cosy
hiding place. $10.99 at PetSmart
stores and petsmart.ca.

Collared
Jump nylon adjustable collars are
bright, fun and comfortable. They
come in extra small to large sizes
for cats or dogs. $8.99 to $11.99 at
Pet Valu and Paulmac’s stores. 

Take a hike
The Ruffwear Approach Pack is
lightweight with strategic padding
and saddlebags that can be buckled
down. There’s a built-in handle, too,
so you can help the dog up and over
obstacles. $108 at outdoor stores
and pet shops across Canada, and
online at SeeSawyerRun.com and
MEC.ca.

Shedding solution
A practical gift, the silicone
grooming tips on the True Touch
Grooming Glove catch hair as you
smooth the dog’s coat. When done,
simply peel off the hair and throw it
away. $34.99 per pair at
Bedbathandbeyond.ca.

Mush little doggie
Snow Mushers are designed
to protect paws from ice,
snow, salt and cold. They

have a fleece inner lining and
rubber soles, and special

materials make them visible at
night. Available in a full range of sizes,
$44 to $48, two boots per package,
from muttluks.ca. 

Warm up
Your dog will snuggle into the Bailey
& Bella Plaid Sweater. It’s available in
different sizes. $19.99 to $25.99 at
Pet Valu and Paulmac’s stores.

I see you
Nite Ize Nitehowl
LED Safety Necklace

lights up your pooch
in the dark. Weather

resistant with
adjustable length.

$15 at mec.ca. 

FINDS FOR YOUR FURRY FRIENDS
Even your animal buddies deserve to have a gift under the tree this
year. Here are fun, unique and practical gifts for the dog, cat and even
ferret in your house. You’ll love them, too. By Ylva Van Buuren

Home sweet home
Whisker City Cat Hut
is shaped like a cat
and provides a
place where
your cat can rest
or hide. Or, you’ll
likely find the cat
playing with the
attached cat toy.
$43.99 at PetSmart
stores and petsmart.ca.
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Give the

GIFT
of

AGO
Membership

Share artful
experiences
with friends and
family while
enjoying AGO
Member* benefits!

AGO.ca/membership

David Bolduc, Covered (for G. Iskowitz), 1988. Acrylic and graphite on canvas, overall: 203 x 127 cm. Gift of Alkis Klonaridis, 1993. © Estate of David Bolduc, 2016. 93/272

@AGOToronto #AGOToronto

*AGO Members enjoy a 10% discount on Gift

Membership purchases with code GiftAGO2017

until December 24, 2017. Some restrictions apply.
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> TEACHERS

Heart of a
Teacher: A
Collection of
Quotes and
Inspirational
Stories, $18.50
Indigo.ca,
Indigo stores

Don’t Make Me
Use My Teacher
Voice notebook,
$7, Indigo.ca,
Indigo stores

/

Indigo Design
Studio Provincial
ornaments, $10,
Indigo.ca, Indigo
stores

Merge VR Holographic Cube,
$29.99, bestbuy.ca, Best Buy stores

TrackR Sticker
Personal Tracker,
$24.99, bestbuy.ca,
Best Buy stores

These presents are bound to earn students an A+ in gift giving

Iridescent ceramic
teapot, $19.99,
HomeSense stores

10 TOP-OF-THE-CLASS PICKS

Coffee Vault
Coffee Canister,
$14.95, Amazon.ca

Geography
coasters, $9.99,
HomeSense stores

Gourmet
Finishing
Salts, $9.99,
Marshalls
stores

*Please note that the product
prices mentioned in this gift
guide are subject to change. 
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Sklar Peppler
274 Mackenzie Ave. Ajax, ON
Bayly & Mackenzie Intersection)

www.sklarpeppler.com
el. 905.686.3644

Hunt St.

M
ackenzie Ave.

Bayly St. E.

Harwood
Ave. S

W
estney Rd. S

Salem
Rd.

401 Hwy of Heroes
Hwy of Heroes

4012 Kingston Rd. W.

44

41

22

31

274
Mackenzie

Ave.

Store Hours
Monday - Wednesday 10:00a.m. - 6:00p.m.
Thursday .................. 10:00a.m. - 9:00p.m.
Friday & Saturday..... 10:00a.m. - 6:00p.m.
Sunday .................... 10:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.

On Approved Credit. See In-Store for Details.
DON’T PAY UNTIL 2018
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DAY
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Sectional available in eight designer colours.

ALL DINING & BEDROOMS ON SALE
BUY MORE SAVE MORE
BUY ONE ITEM ................................................... SAVE 10%

BUY TWO ITEMS ................................................. SAVE 15%

BUY THREE ITEMS or MORE................................... SAVE 20%

$249995
Only

Made to Order

OUR
SELLING

SECTIONAL
Best

$49995
While Suppplies Last

BLACK FRIDAY

SPECIAL

NOW
ON!

Gliding Chair
and a half

Accent Chair

$49995

$39995

While Suppplies Last

While Suppplies Last

Discover every kind of style, for every
kind of taste, all in one place.
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